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charged amino acids which appear to follow the pathExploiting Histones
of the DNA helix. These interactions and the preferred
direction of DNA bending by specific sequences (Chap-
Chromatin Structure and Gene Expression. ter 2) undoubtedly contribute to nucleosome positioning
Edited by Sarah C. R. Elgin. in some manner. Chapter 1 also makes it clear that
New York: IRL Press. (1995). 224 pp. $105.00, beyond the internal structure of the nucleosome core,
hardcover; $52.00, paperback. details of chromatin structure remain elusive. It de-
scribes the historical difficulties in determining higher-
order chromatin structure and raises the possibility that
Histones are emerging as substrates for activities con- the structure of the 30nM fiber is much more irregular
trolling transcription. These structural proteins have re- than originally hoped.
cently been revealed as targets for post-translational
modification (acetylation) by transcriptional adaptors
(Brownell et al., Cell 84, 843–851, 1996). Some transcrip- Activating Chromatin: Remodeling
tion repressors appear to reverse these modifications Nucleosome Arrays
or interact directly with the unmodified histones (Hecht The experimental systems described in the text pro-
et al., Cell 80, 583–592, 1995; Taunton et al., Science vide three examples where transcription factors initiate
272, 408–410, 1996; Edmondson et al., Genes Dev., 10, the remodeling of pre-assembled nucleosome arrays
1247–1259, 1996). In addition, the nucleosome seems to (Chapters 4 and 5). Chapter 5 presents an informative
structurally resemble TFIID; histones share dimerization comparison of nucleosome remodeling events which
motifs with several TATA-binding-protein associated occur in vivo at the mouse mammary tumor virus pro-
factors, TAFs (Hoffman et al., Nature 380, 356–359). moter (MMTV) and the yeast PHO5 promoter upon gene
These dramatic discoveries are surely raising interest induction. While the exact nature of the chromatin struc-
in histones and chromatin function. However, to under- tural transitions remains under investigation it is clear
stand the relevance of these results, one must appreci- that in both cases these changes are initiated by the
ate the wealth of information and the unresolved ques- binding of inducible transcription factors and occur in
tions regarding chromatin function. By revisiting the the absence of DNA replication. Similarly, the constitu-
advances and conclusions derived in many of the pre- tive GAGA factor can initiate a structural transition (i.e.
mier systems and approaches used to analyze chroma- form a DNase 1 hypersensitive site) in pre-assembled
tin structure and function, this book will definitely bring nucleosome arrays at Drosophila heat-shock promoters
new histone enthusiasts up to speed in this area. in vitro (Chapter 4). Why then in the “Discussion” section
The approach taken by the editor strives to emphasize of Chapter 4 do the authors raise the possibility that
emerging concepts. Each chapter is co-authored by at establishing transcriptional potential may involve DNA
least two scientists from different research groups. This replication and chromatin reassembly (described in
works extremely well in some chapters, illustrating the Chapter 3)? While not described in the text, experiments
similarities and differences in results from quite different in synthetic nuclei have shown that a step including DNA
experimental systems (for example, Chapter 5). In other replication can convert the transcriptional potential of
chapters, which more closely resemble two distinct half the developmentally-regulated beta-globin promoter
chapters, this has served to provide a continuity of pre- (Barton and Emerson, Genes Dev. 8, 2453–2465, 1994).
sentation. In addition, the authors have also read and Moreover, passing through S-phase appears important
provided comments on chapters other than their own. for establishing repressive heterochromatin structures.
This has led to a “Discussion” section at the end of “At least one round of replication is required to restore
each chapter. This section and the preceding “Important repression to a conditionally de-repressed silent mating
Questions” section provides a stark realization of the type locus” (Chapter 7, page 130). Thus, many important
unresolved issues. Thus this text provides the reader questions remain regarding the potential role of DNA
with a realistic mix of substantial advances and unan- replication in programming gene expression and its rela-
swered questions. tionship to replication-independent mechanisms. Repli-
cation-independent transitions in chromatin structure
are facilitated by ATP-dependent nucleosome disrup-Nucleosome and Chromatin Structure
The first two chapters illustrate that a great deal is now tion activities. These include the SWI/SNF complex
(Chapter 5) and NURF, a distinct nucleosome-remodel-known about the structure of the nucleosome core. The
histone octamer is formed by the assembly of a series ing complex (Tsukiyamaet al., Cell 83, 1021–1026, 1995).
Chapters 4 and 6 illustrate that transcription regula-of histone dimers (Chapter 1). Two H3/H4 dimers form
a stable tetramer which is then bound on either side by tion in chromatin may also occur during elongation. For
example, the rate-limiting step in transcription from thetwo H2A/H2B dimers. All four core histones share a
common three helix structural motif termed the “histone Drosophila heat shock promoters is the release of a
paused RNA polymerase by heat-shock factor (Chapterfold” (also found in TFIID, Xie et al., Nature 380, 316–322,
1996), which clasps its dimerization partner over an ex- 4). RNA polymerase II elongation is inhibited by the
presence of nucleosomes on template DNA resultingtended interface. The structured part of the histone oc-
tamer interacts with DNA through a pattern of positive in increased pausing (Chapter 6). It is not known how
Cell
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RNA polymerase II eventually transverses nucleosomes. this topic is that the approach taken by the editor has
prevented dogmatic over interpretations. If the readerHowever, a model system utilizing prokaryotic polymer-
ases suggests a spooling mechanism of passing nucleo- reaches the end of a chapter not quite understanding
how it all fits together, reading the “Important Ques-somes around an RNA polymerase (Chapter 6).
tions” and “Discussion” sections will likely indicate that
neither do the authors. Thus, this text provides the mostRepressing Chromatin: Acting through Histones
balanced and realistic view of the status of this field.Chapters 7 and 8 suggest that stable repression is also
an “active” process requiring the function of a distinct
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Indeed, Chapter 9 discusses the challenges in correlat-
ing functional domains with the occurrence of DNA se-
quence elements that appear to bind the nuclear matrix.
Functional elements are described that insulate from
position effects and block enhancer function (LCRs and
insulator elements). The effects of these elements in
transgenic animals is striking, yet it remains unclear
whether a functional domain represents a structural unit
of chromatin.
Summary
While not comprehensive, this text covers a substantial
amount of important information in this field. The aspect
of this book that distinguishes it from other texts on
